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Abstract- Controller Area Network (CAN) is the de-facto 

industry standard for high speed control and data 

communication in automotive industry. It provides highly 

reliable data communication for control and process data 

communication among various electronics control units 

(ECUs) connected in a network, up to a speed of 1 Mbps. 

Due to its robustness, ease of use, low cost and ability to 

support multiple higher layer protocol suites, CAN has 

found application in many other industries like automation, 

medical instrumentation, building automation machinery, 

aerospace, maritime and robotics etc. With its widening 

spectrum of complex applications a need has arisen to 

support dynamic priorities on CAN in a simple way which 

is backward compatible as well. There have been some 

attempts [1], [2], [3] to support various message scheduling 

techniques on Controller Area Network but they are mostly 

static priority based and usually suggest altering the 

message ID field, which makes it difficult to reliably 

integrate with the existing CAN based applications. In [4] 

we have described a scheduling scheme named DSIDWA, 

which is able to support dynamic priorities and does not 

require any modification in CAN message ID field. This 

paper describes the detailed mechanism, requirements, 

implementation, execution and the results for simulating 

CAN based DSIDWA as described in [4]. The simulation 

has clearly shown that DSIDWA, our scheduling scheme 

proposed in [4], makes no changes to the message ID field 

while still providing the dynamically configurable priorities 

on Controller Area Network 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Controller Area Network (CAN) ([5], [6], [12]) is a multi-

master bus for high speed serial data communication up to a 

maximum speed of 1Mbps over a length of 40 meters.  For bus 

arbitration it employs Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision 

Resolution (CSMA/CR) mechanism resulting in non-

destructive bit wise arbitration.  The basis for bus arbitration is 

‘CAN ID’ which is the identifier for a message in CAN 

network.  References [5] and [6] contain the details of 

CSMA/CR as used in CAN and the format of CAN message.  

CAN message ID field defines the priority of the message in 

the network. Conventionally each message in a CAN 

application has a unique message identifier.  So a CAN ID in a 

CAN network effectively describes the contents of the CAN 

message and assigns a single fixed priority to it for contesting 

access to the bus.  This results in Fixed Priority Scheduling 

(FPS) scheme on Controller Area Network.  FPS efficiently 

utilizes the channel bandwidth but it cannot support multiple 

priorities per message. Also there are low speed application for 

CAN as well that do not require full channel bandwidth 

utilization.  The FPS may sometimes result in a situation where 

a high priority messages keeps on blocking the transmission of 

low priority messages on the network thus causing starvation 

for the low priority message.  Various other scheduling 

schemes have been discussed in [1], [2], [3], [8], [9], [10] and 

[11] but none of them contains any discussion for a scheduling 

scheme utilizing dynamic priorities.  In [4] we presented a 

scheme that can support dynamic priorities. Section IV of this 

paper describes a summary of that scheme. But in order to 

better understand that we have presented the overview of CAN 

frame and CAN bus arbitration in section II, while section III 

describes the previously researched scheduling schemes. 

Section V and VI describe the simulation of dynamic priorities 

on CAN using a simulator that we designed using Java 

programming language. Results are presented in section VII 

while section VIII describes the conclusions and future work. 

 

II. OVERVIEW OF CAN FRAME & BUS ARBITRATION 

A. CAN Frame Format 

A CAN message frame [6],[7] whether utilizing standard ID 

or extended ID, consists of seven basic fields as shown in Fig 

1.   

 

Out of these seven basic fields we are concerned only with 

the CAN ID field which is the basis for any scheduling scheme 

on CAN. We have used “Extended ID CAN” messages in 

simulation so we will be concentrating only on the Extended 

ID Data Frame. The detailed format of 29-bit CAN ID [6] field 

in an Extended ID CAN Data Frame as used for the proposed 

scheme is shown in Fig 2.   

 

 

Fig.   1.  CAN Data Frame Fields 
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Fig.   2.  29-bit CAN ID Field Details 

 

We’ll not be doing any modifications in the frame format 

and that will make sure that our solution can be integrated with 

existing CAN based networks and doesn’t have any special 

requirements.  Reference [6] is the best resource for further 

details on CAN frame format and the function of each field in 

the frame. 

 

B. CAN Bus Arbitration 

CAN uses wired AND or wired OR mechanism to output a 

bit on the bus.  In the following discussion we will be 

assuming a wired AND bus where the dominant bit has a low 

value (0), while the recessive bit has a high value (1).  The 

truth table for CAN bus is shown in Table 1.  Please be noted 

that the third entry in the table isn’t a valid option for CAN bus 

arbitration. So for a CAN bus utilizing wired AND technology, 

CAN IDs with low numerical value will be prioritized over the 

CAN IDs with high numerical value to gain access to the CAN 

bus.  Each node in a CAN network also receives back the 

message transmitted by itself so, for wired AND CAN bus, the 

node transmitting a dominant (0) bit at the earliest among the 

nodes arbitrating for bus access will gain access to the bus and 

continue with its transmission.  This concept is depicted in Fig. 

3. 

 

In Fig. 3, both node A and B start transmitting the message 

ID on CAN bus simultaneously.  Each node monitors the level 

on the bus as well and compares it with its transmitted level.  If 

the transmitted level and the received level are the same, the 

nodes continue transmitting the next bit. For the fourth 

identifier bit (ID3), node A transmits a dominant level while 

node B transmits a recessive level. Consequently as per the 

principle outlined in Table 1, node B loses the arbitration and 

goes to the receiving mode. 
TABLE 1 

WIRED AND OPERATION 

Tx.  Line CAN Bus Rx.  Line 

Recessive Recessive Recessive 

Recessive Dominant Dominant 

Dominant Recessive Dominant 

Dominant Dominant Dominant 

 

III. SCHEDULING SCHEMES FOR CONTROLLER AREA 

NETWORK 

A. Fixed Priority Scheduling 

Conventionally CAN applications have been using a single 

ID per message to describe the meaning of the message and 

take part in bus arbitration as explained in section II 

previously. This CAN ID is the most important ingredient for 

message scheduling.  

 
Fig.   3.  CAN Bus Arbitration 

 

The fixed priority scheduling provides the application with 

ease of use, good bus utilization and maximum number of 

messages in the network but at the same time it results in a 

relatively over all complex application and large network 

traffic as the designer has to maintain various messages IDs to 

implement the same function during various conditions. The 

applications designed on this basis are usually very much 

peculiar and not adaptable to the environment. On the other 

hand if a CAN message had a dynamic priority it could help 

train the application as per the environment. But changing the 

priority of the messages in CAN may result in a chaotic 

behavior due the fact that more than one property, some 

conflicting, are associated with CAN ID as listed below 

 

� Message Identifier identifies the contents of the 

message. 

� Message identifier is the priority of the message. 

� So, changing message identifier will have impact on 

these 

Meetings all of these requirements is essential for proper 

CAN operation and compliance. Our proposed solution [4] 

takes care of meeting all these while still providing a means to 

implement dynamic message scheduling on Controller Area 

Network. 

 

B. Rate Monotonic Scheduling 

Reference [1] describes “Rate Monotonic Scheduling”, 

where messages with shorter period are prioritized over the 

messages with longer periods but priority of the message 

cannot be change dynamically.  

 

C. Deadline Monotonic Scheduling 

Improving on [1], [2] describes “Deadline Monotonic 

Scheduling”, where the message priority is based upon the 

deadline of the message instead of its total period.  

D. Mixed Traffic Scheduling 

Similarly in an effort to achieve greater schedulability for 

Controller Area Network, [3] discusses a “Mixed Traffic 

Scheduler” where it divides the CAN messages into real-time 

and non-real time categories by reserving some fields from 

CAN message ID. This also cannot support dynamic priorities.  
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While the scheduling schemes proposed in [1],[2],[3] 

server in enhancing message scheduling in CAN, they are 

usually not free from modifying the message ID field. The next 

section gives a summary of our scheme as presented in [4], 

which is able to support dynamic priorities and does not 

require any modification in CAN message ID field. The 

scheme is named as “Dynamic Scheduling using ID Window 

Assignment (DSIDWA)”.  

 

IV. DYNAMIC MESSAGE SCHEDULING ON CAN 

Implementing dynamic message scheduling on Controller 

Area Network requires that the nodes support changing the 

message priority dynamically but with no affect on the 

meaning of the messages. DSIDWA [4] made that possible. 

The basic idea behind DSIDWA is that instead of utilizing a 

single CAN ID to describe the CAN message meaning, assign 

a message ID window for the same purpose. Out of that 

message ID window only one ID will be active at any given 

time. Thus there will not be any effect on the bus arbitration 

and the network will be fully compatible with existing CAN 

networks. Fig. 4 depicts such a message ID window consisting 

of six priorities a - f, f being the currently active priority. 

 

 
Fig.  4. Message ID Window 

 

DSIDWA consists of a set of algorithms for implementing 

the support of this Message ID Window in CAN nodes and 

making it work in a CAN network. It also provides the guide 

lines for dynamically changing the priorities at the run time.  

 

DSIDWA consists of three parts; DSIDWA Network 
Design Algorithm, DSIDWA Node Design Algorithm and 
DSIDWA Run-Time-Priority-Adjustment Guidelines. In order 
to better understand these, we will first introduce the essential 
terminology and the basic principles for DSIDWA. 

 

A. DSIDWA Terminology 

You’ll need to familiarize with the following three 

definitions for DSIDWA. 

 

� Network ID Window (WN) 

The total range of IDs from which various application 

messages will be selected 

 

� Message ID Window (WID) 

The pool of priorities assigned to identify a specific 

message in the network. This is also referred to as 

Slave Window (WS) 

 

� Message ID Window Width (Nw) 

Total number of priorities assigned to a specific 

application message 

B. Basic Principles for DSIDWA 

The basic design principles for DSIDWA are described by 

(1), while in (2) it gives us a practical value for Message ID 

Window Width. We have used only the uniform width message 

ID windows in our simulation.  
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Equation (1) clearly describes that for any given size of 

Network ID Window, Message ID Window Width and the 

number of application messages has an inverse relation. A 

flooring function is applied to have practical number of 

message ID’s in the message ID window. 

 

)/( nWfloorN Nw =  (2) 

 

From (2) it can easily be deduced that a value of n that 

results in Nw to be less than 2 is practically useless for 

DSIDWA and effectively results in FPS. Also note that WN 

cannot exceed the maximum value of 2
29
, the limit set by the 

CAN ID field [6]. 

 

While (1) & (2) show the number of priorities in Message ID 

Window, it must be ensured that no two message ID windows 

in a CAN network have overlapping priorities whether on the 

same node or on two distinct remote CAN nodes i.e.  a given 

priority p can not be the part of two message ID windows 

simultaneously. This also implies that although the actual 

values of the priorities in the window are left open to the 

choice of the implementer and as per the need of the 

applications, these should be set in a linear fashion i.e. each 

message ID window should have a uniform distribution of the 

priorities from the total pool of the priorities available in 

Network ID Window, WN.  

 

C. DSIDWA Network Design Algorithm 

DSIDWA Network Design Algorithm is meant to be executed 

at the system design time. It is also the first step to be 

performed for implementing a CAN network utilizing the 

dynamic scheduling as per the proposed scheme. The steps 

required at this stage may be hand calculated, automated using 

Microsoft Excel or scripted using Perl, C or a language of your 

choice. This is not actually needed to be the embedded code. It 

actually provides the pre-requisites for a node in Dynamic ID 

CAN Network. This algorithm has been shown with the help of 

the flowchart in Fig. 5. 

 

Also note that this algorithm is going to be executed only 

once for a given distributed CAN based application while we 

are designing the distributed components of the CAN based 

application. 
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Fig.   5.  DSIDWA Algorithm for CAN Network [4] 

 

D. DSIDWA Node Design Algorithm 

DSIDWA Node Design Algorithm is executed at the 

system initialization time at each node in the network. So, this 

should be the part of the embedded code at CAN application 

initialization. This algorithm takes the messages ID windows 

calculated in the previous step and for each message on an 

ECU (Electronic Control Unit) and assigns it a default priority. 

The default initial run-time priority is set to the lowest in 

Message ID Window (WID). The algorithm flowchart has been 

shown in Fig. 6, while the assigning of the default message ID 

in the Message ID Window has been depicted in Fig. 7.  

 

E. Run-Time Priority Adjustment Guidelines 

As we now have the nodes that are capable of using 

dynamic IDs, we need to set some guide lines for the effective 

use of these message ID windows for dynamic priority 

adjustment. An application may choose to implement any of 

these based upon its specific requirements. DSIDWA describes 

the following basic guide lines in this respect: 

 

� If a message is not getting access to the bus, increase 

the priority gradually. The time period after which the 

priority should be increased may be statically fixed, 

dynamically fixed with an upper limit, variable, 

random or manual.  

 

� The priority increment interval may be linear, non-

linear or random.  

 

We have made use of manual control in simulation. 

This will help in better depiction and easy understanding 

of how DSIDWA enables nodes to support dynamic 

priorities, change them at run time and see the effect of 

that change. 

 
Fig.   6.  DSIDWA Algorithm for each CAN Node [4] 

 

 

 
Fig.  7. Default ID Selection in Message ID Window [4] 

 

V. DYNAMIC PRIORITY SIMULATION 

We designed a simulator to simulate dynamic priorities in 

CAN as described by DSIDWA[4]. We used Java 

programming language to implement the simulator and named 

it as DPSIM (Dynamic Priority Simulator). DPSIM provides 

an interactive graphical front-end with integrated simulation 

modules. It contains the below listed set of tightly integrated 

modules. 

 

� CAN Bus simulator 

� CAN Controller Hardware Simulation 

� Driver for simulated CAN Controller Hardware 

� CAN node simulation  

� CAN Network Application 

� GUI Front End for Test Application 

 

F. CAN Bus simulator 

This module implements the basic behavior of CAN bus. 

It is this module that is responsible for performing the 

functionality of bus arbitration using wired AND operation and 

output the highest priority message on the bus. 

 

G. CAN Controller Hardware Simulation 

This module simulates the CAN controller hardware, 

mainly the CAN message buffer/mailbox structure. The 

support is fixed by default for Extended ID messages because 
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the intention of the simulator was to test the proposed scheme 

which utilizes the 29-bit ID CAN Data Frames. 

 

H. Driver for Simulated CAN Controller Hardware 

This module acts as the driver, much like what a software 

driver does for a hardware CAN controller. It fills a CAN 

mailbox with the data message received from the applications 

and then requests the controller to send the message on the 

CAN bus. 

 

I. CAN node Simulation  

This module implements the logical CAN node i.e. it 

provides the facilities that are used by the test application to 

provide a basic node that is ready to be used as a functional 

CAN node. It is actually the module that implements the core 

of DSIDWA[4]. It implements DSIDWA [4] algorithm for 

each CAN node. Message ID window and the default ID are 

handled in this module. Changing (decreasing/increasing) the 

node priority is performed in this module. In short this is 

actually the node providing the kernel for DSIDWA testing. 

The modules before this are for hardware-oriented support and 

after this are for test-application-oriented support. 

 

This module also provides the services for node 

startup/shutdown, messages tied to a node and base GUI 

component for the node. The GUI of a single CAN node is 

shown in Fig. 8. 

 

J. CAN Network Application 

This module simulates a CAN based network system by 

combining the individual instances of CAN nodes into a single 

unit. It not only combines the DSIDWA capable CAN nodes 

logically but also into a single re-usable GUI component. That 

GUI component is named as “simulator window” and it is 

configurable as it is able to accept the number of nodes from 

the test application at the network start up time. This simulator 

window thus provides the ability to have a flat look of the 

CAN network. A snapshot of this is shown in Fig. 9. 

 

 
Fig.  8: GUI for a DSIDWA capable node in DPSIM 

 

 

 
Fig.  9: CAN Network Simulator Window 

 

 

 
Fig.  10: DPSIM Front End 

 

K. GUI Front End for Test Application 

This is the module that integrates all the modules into a 

single monolithic application and initializes the GUI, the 

network and the nodes. It also shows conceptual waveform 

from all the nodes and the signal on the CAN bus, thus giving a 

pictorial view of which node posses the bus at a given time. 

Fig. 10 shows the full application GUI for a DSIDWA capable 

CAN network, consisting of four DSIDWA capable CAN 

nodes. 

 

As shown in Fig. 10, DPSIM front-end incorporates a 

waveform window and a CAN based network simulator 

window comprising of four DSIDWA[4] capable CAN nodes 

showing the intractable functionality as described above. In the 

next section we describe the most basics steps to verify the 

dynamic priorities on CAN network as specified in [4] 

 

VI. USING DPSIM FOR DSIDWA VERIFICATION 

This section describes the requirements, assumptions and 

the summary of the simulation steps for DSIDWA using 

DPSIM.  
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A. Requirements for dynamic priority simulation  

Following are the prerequisites for simulating DSIDWA’s 

dynamic priorities using DPSIM.  

 

� All the simulated nodes are DSIDWA compatible 

� Each node is transmitting only one message 

� Allows to adjust the priority of the messages 

dynamically as per DSIDWA guides lines 

� Conceptual display of the bus signals in an analyzer 

window 

� An interactive GUI front-end provided  

� Configurable number of nodes in the network 

� Ability to start and stop a node 

 

B. Summary of dynamic priority verification with DPSIM  

1. Start DPSIM with default settings. 

2. It will show up with four nodes each having one 

message. The Message ID window width for each 

message is kept at 5. 

3. Each node will be in stopped state initially. 

4. Start the node named as Sensor 0. 

5. Observe the waveform window. The waveform of 

Sensor 0 and the bus wave form will be the same. At 

this time Sensor 0 is transmitting the message with the 

lowest priority and since it is the only node 

transmitting so it has been granted exclusive access to 

the bus. This is shown in Fig. 11 

6. Now start Sensor 2 node. It will start and try to send 

its message on the bus but the default priority of its 

message is lower than the current priority that is 

winning the arbitration and gaining access to the bus 

so it will not win the bus arbitration. See Fig. 12 

7. Now increase the priority of the Sensor 2 message and 

notice the waveform window. After a little while it 

will show that Sensor 2 has won the arbitration and 

gained access to the bus. This has been shown in Fig. 

13. It is clear that the worst case time to let his happen 

is equivalent to the length of one full CAN frame  

8. Now stop the node Sensor 2 and note the change in 

the waveform window. Again Sensor 1 will start 

transmitting on the bus. 

9. Repeat steps 6 and 7. Then increase the priority of 

Sensor 0 over Sensor 2. You will notice that Sensor 0 

once again gains access to the bus, although sensor 1 

is still trying to transmit its message but the priority of 

its message has gone low now as compared to Sensor 

0 node. So, this confirms the validity of the proposed 

scheme. 

10. This procedure may be repeated with all the node and 

increasing and decreasing their priority and seeing the 

effect in the waveform window. A snapshot when all 

the nodes are running has been shown in Fig. 14. 

 

 
Fig.  11: DPSIM: Only one node transmitting 

 

 

 

 
Fig.  12: DPSIM: Sensor 2 has lower priority so isn't getting 

access to the bus 
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Fig.  13: DPSIM: After changing the priority dynamically 

Sensor 2 got access to the Bus 

 

 

 
Fig.  14: DPSIM: All nodes running 

 

VII. RESULTS 

We have successfully simulated the dynamic priorities as 

described in [4] by assigning message ID windows to describe 

a single message. It has been shown that the nodes can 

dynamically change the priorities but there is no effect on 

message meaning and the physical bus utilization.  

 

We have mixed the DSIDWA compatible nodes with the 

conventional CAN nodes and found no problems. To other 

nodes in the network that are not DSIDWA compatible, the 

messages from DSIDWA compatible node look like a bunch of 

different messages so, while inter mixing the two types of 

scheduling it should be ensured that the non-DSIDWA 

compatible nodes either operate only at the default DSIDWA 

message ID or simply ignore that. And to the DSIDWA nodes, 

non-DSIDWA nodes look like the nodes with Nw=1. These 

conclusions have been graphed in Fig. 15 where the integration 

point of the DSIDWA enabled network with conventional 

CAN network has been shown using a shaded grey area. 

 

“The shaded area in the graph of Fig. 15 shows the region 

where DSIDWA and the FPS are effectively behaving in the 

same way however, it is not recommended to use DSIDWA if 

an application is going to utilize FPS all the time” [4]. “The 

graph suggests that DSIDWA is basically a partial 

generalization of FPS.  It is clear from the graph that if n (the 

number of application messages) is more than ½ the total 

possible message IDs in Network ID window (WN), then Nw 

will practically be one for uniform Message ID Window width 

throughout the network; resulting in the same scheduling as 

FPS but with a little bit processing overhead at the system 

initialization time. So DSIDWA is recommended only for the 

applications that are going to utilize the dynamic priorities 

quite often “[4].  

 

 
Fig.   15.  Integration of DSIDWA with Conventional CAN 

Network [4] 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have successfully simulated dynamic priorities in 

Controller Area Network using DSIDWA, which provides us 

with the flexibility to change the priorities of CAN messages 

without changing the meaning of the contents of the CAN 

messages.  DSIDWA enabled nodes may help in building CAN 

networks that may be trained according to the environment of a 

CAN network [4]. Future work involves extending the 

simulator to model real time industrial CAN networks and 

implement all the guide lines for run time priority adjustment 

as described in [4]. 
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